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Introduction to PortChannel

PortChannel, also known as Link Aggregation or EtherChannel, is a network technology used to aggregate 

multiple physical network links into a single logical link. This approach enhances network performance, 

redundancy, and fault tolerance by distributing tra�c across these combined links. PortChannel allows for the 

simultaneous use of multiple connections between network devices, such as switches and routers, providing 

increased bandwidth and network resilience.

Network Topology

Suppose we have a network with two hosts and an EtherChannel between two switches. We want to establish 

communication between these hosts by keeping them in the same VLAN.

To do this, we would need to configure our switches and hosts accordingly. Let's say we have two switches, S1 

and S2, and two hosts, PC1 and PC2. Now draw network topology in GNS3 using community SONiC (version 

202205) switches and hosts.
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Port Mapping

GNS3 SONiC 

Ethernet 0 Ethernet 0 

Ethernet 1 Ethernet 4 

Ethernet 2 Ethernet 8 

Ethernet 3 Ethernet 12 

Configurations
For the above topology, all hosts and switches are first 

configured before sending tra�c. First, switch S1 is 

configured and the same steps are repeated for the 

switch S2. Command Reference guide is also available 

on GitHub for SONiC, whose link is given here.

Follow these steps to configure S1.

Step 1

Step 2
By default, all interfaces are routed (L3) and IP is assigned to them. To check the status of IP addresses, use the 

following command given below:

• show ip interfaces

Check the status of interfaces by using the command given below:

• show interfaces status

• The administrative port refers to the settings and configurations applied by a net-

work administrator to a specific port on a switch, while the operational port status 

reflects the current operational state of that port. Suppose one wants to enable a port and 

sets Admin Status to "up," but there is no cable connected to the port. So, it can never 

reach Oper Status "up" and will stay in Oper Status "down."

https://github.com/sonic-net/sonic-utilities/blob/master/doc/Command-Reference.md#startup-configuration
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Note: It is be�er practice to save configurations a�er executing two or three commands

by using “sudo config save -y” command.

Step 2 (Continued)
Remove the IP addresses to make that interface a switch port (L2). For this, command is given below:

• sudo config interface ip remove/add <interface_name> <ip_addr>

Step 3

Now create Portchannel between switches. Before creating Portchannel, check its status by using the following 

command given below:

• show interfaces portchannel

In the above table, no Portchannel is created, so create portchannel by using the following command given 

below:

• sudo config portchannel (add | del) <portchannel_name> [--min-links <num_min_links>] 

[--fallback (true | false)  [--fast-rate (true | false)]

 A�er creating Portchannel, check its status.
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Step 4

Now make ports be a member of the portchannel by using the following command given below:

• sudo config portchannel member (add | del) <portchannel_name>  <member_portname>

Step 5

Now create VLAN for topology. Before creating VLAN, check the VLAN table by using the following command 

given below:

• show vlan brief

A�er making members, check the status. 

Note: In the above figure, the status of the ports is (S) "selected." This status will be displayed when a 

Portchannel is configured on both switches, and the ports are members of it.

In the above table, no VLAN is created, so create VLAN by using the following command given below:

• sudo config vlan (add | del) <vlan_id>
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Step 6

Assign VLAN to ports. In SONiC, a port can be tagged or un-tagged. Trunk ports are usually tagged while 

access ports are un-tagged.

• sudo config vlan member add/del [-u|--untagged] <vlan_id> <mem- ber_portname>

Now check the status of the VLAN table.

Step 7

Repeat steps 1-6 for the switch S2.

Step 8

Assign IP addresses to hosts PC1 and PC2 by using command given below:

• ip <ip_addr> <subnet mask>
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Step 8 (Continued)

A�er assigning IP addresses, check the status of IP address using command given below:

• show ip

Result

PC1 to PC2

Once the switches and hosts are configured, communication becomes possible among hosts in the same 

VLAN. As is evident from the provided figure below, PC1 is receiving a response from PC2, as both of them 

belong to the same VLAN. Furthermore, the TTL (Time-to-Live) value stays at 64 and remains unchanged 

because no routing is involved. Therefore, the Portchannel has been successfully configured.

PC2 to PC1
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